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ABSTRACT
Postmortems and Reddit Ask Me Anything (AMA) threads repre-
sent communications of game developers through two different
channels about their game development experiences, culture, pro-
cesses, and practices. We carry out a quantitative text mining based
comprehensive analysis of online available postmortems and AMA
threads from game developers over multiple years. We find and an-
alyze underlying topics from the postmortems and AMAs as well as
their variation among the data sources and over time. The analysis
is done based on structural topic modeling, a probabilistic modeling
technique for text mining. The extracted topics reveal differing
and common interests as well as their evolution of prevalence over
time in the two text sources. We have found that postmortems
put more emphasis on detail-oriented development aspects as well
as technically-oriented game design problems whereas AMAs fea-
ture a wider variety of discussion topics that are related to a more
general game development process, game-play and game-play ex-
perience related game design. The prevalences of the topics also
evolve differently over time in postmortems versus AMAs.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Social networking sites; Document topic
models; • Computing methodologies → Topic modeling; • Ap-
plied computing → Computer games; • Software and its engi-
neering → Software creation and management.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Game development has attracted much academic attention, both
because of the important economic and cultural role of the fast
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growing game industry as well as the unique nature of game devel-
opment compared to traditional software development [15]. Game
development projects can be analyzed from several perspectives
from their role as creative and artistic tasks through their soft-
ware project management to their role as business ventures. Online
descriptions of game development communicated by developers
provide a big data archive of game development culture and prac-
tices and their trends and variation, suitable for qualitative and
quantitative analysis. As the amount of records grows, computer-
assisted quantitative analyses become ever more necessary to gain a
sufficiently comprehensive understanding of development phenom-
ena including weak but rising trends that might not be noticed in a
small manually inspected sample. We carry out such an analysis.

This paper analyzes two different types of post-released game
developer-generated documents: postmortems published on online
websites and AMA (Ask Me Anything) threads on the Reddit so-
cial media platform. Postmortems are a common game industry
practice where developers reflect on completed game development
projects and their problems and challenges that affected the project
outcome. Gamasutra.org’s instructions [19] state that each post-
mortem should include some aspects of the project that went right
in the project and some that went wrong, and that the aspects
should be unique to the project, and that the postmortem should of-
fer concrete thoughts for other developers to learn from. In contrast,
AMA threads are a marketing effort where developers attract atten-
tion to their studios and games by participating in an interactive
crowdsourced interview on the Reddit platform, where questions
are posted and upvoted by the audience and developers answer
highly-rated questions. AMAs are usually arranged near the launch
of a game title, but questions are not preconstrained to a particu-
lar topic and can thus concern details of the latest game, previous
games, and other aspects of the developer. In general, the main dif-
ference between the Postmortems and AMAs is that the AMAs can
be considered as products of the developers interacting with people
outside of the game development project whereas the postmortems
mainly represent retrospectives from the developer’s point of view.

The benefit of analyzing multiple types of developer commu-
nication is twofold: firstly, it can provide a more comprehensive
picture of issues and focus areas in game development that are
not covered sufficiently in an individual source; and secondly, the
communication of game developers to different audiences is itself
a game development phenomenon worth studying. The time and
style in which these communications take place also differs. Post-
mortems may only be written after the development process, and
AMAs may also be conducted during the development process. Our
hypothesis is that both the timing and style of the different sources
will differ between the communities, so that we will be able to find
both shared focus areas and ones strong in one community only, as
well as differing temporal trends in these focus areas.
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Postmortems have been used as a source for e.g. researching
development practices [16, 17, 22]. However, making use of more
information beyond postmortems can be beneficial. In particular,
gaming AMAs are where developers interact mainly with players or
potential players of their games. As such, AMAs can be considered
as a complement of postmortems since they contain more first-hand
feedback of the user-experience which might have been neglected
during the game development and evaluation process. Thus, it
is important to understand differences and commonalities of the
two text sources. Previous developer-oriented research works have
focused on using designed surveys [10] or interviews [12] and have
put less attention on how developers interact with game players.

AMAs are an untapped resource compared to postmortems. This
is partly since they are a newer phenomenon than postmortems.
However, analysis of a large set of game development related AMAs
also takes more effort, as analysing them by simply reading is
cumbersome and time consuming. The topic modeling approach in
this paper is instrumental in increasing our understanding of AMA
content. We demonstrate similarities and dissimilarities between
topics in both postmortems and AMAs, revealing information that
can be gained from AMAs. One identified reason why postmortems
are seldom analysed is the lack of postmortems [16]. Instead of
submitting to this issue, we propose AMAs as an important source of
data, which can give complementing insights to game development.

Our research questions are: (1) Are AMAs useful for game devel-
opment analysis? (2) Can the two text sources be used in a large
scale analysis? (3) What are the differences in topics discussed
between the two sources?

2 RELATEDWORK
Analysis of game postmortems has been used in research. Petrillo et
al. [17] analyzed 20 postmortems to survey problems in the develop-
ment process of electronic games. Petrillo & Pimenta [16] analysed
the same 20 postmortems in another study using the Postmortem
Analysis technique, to investigate the adoption of agile methods in
game development. The technique is a manual technique, requiring
the papers to be read and sentences highlighted. Washburn et al.
[22] have analyzed 155 postmortems qualitatively to investigate
characteristics of development in order to identify best practices
and pitfalls in game development. Tschang [21] analysed 76 game
postmortems for use as secondary information in a study about
forces that influence creativity in video game development. The
analysis was done following the work of Miles & Huberman [13],
by coding and classifying using established protocols.

Interestingly, the Reddit AMAs haven’t received very much at-
tention in the game research community. AMAs seem to have been
used very little in general as a source in research, and e.g. in a study
by Bergstrom [3], AMAs are used as a source due to the events that
unfold relating to a specific Reddit community member, instead of
AMAs being a primary source of information.

3 METHOD
3.1 Data collection
We collected game postmortems and Reddit AMA threads between
the years 2009 and 2018. The starting year 2009 was chosen as the
subreddit /r/iAMA was launched on that year.

Postmortems exist over many online sources from industry fo-
cused websites such as Gamasutra and GameCareerGuide to devel-
oper conferences such as the GDC conference to blogs of individual
developers or companies. Moreover, recently the itch.io platform
has launched a postmortem blogging platform focused on indie
development and game jams [9]. Out of these several postmortem
sources we chose to focus on the industry related websites Gamasu-
tra.com and GameCareerGuide.com. We collected the postmortems
from the two above-mentioned websites with a crawler based on
Python. In total, 163 postmortems are collected from 2009 to 2018
where 84 of them are from Gamasutra.com and 79 of them are from
GameCareerGuide.com. The postmortems are curated by the pub-
lishing websites and entirely developer-written, and thus required
only technical cleanup to e.g. remove HTML tags.

The AMAs are collected via an open software pushshift API 1.
We first collected the AMAs from the IAmA subreddit with the
“Gaming” flair-tag. However, the “Gaming” flair-tag first appeared
in 2014; thus, from 2009 to 2014 we collected the AMAs with title
containing “game developer”. This yielded 668 AMA threads.

To focus on the game developers, we keep only the developer-
written content. Within each collected AMA thread, we kept only
the posts written by the developer (submitter of the AMA thread),
to avoid confusing developers’ views with opinions of the audience.
As the AMA submitter can choose the question to ask, this filtering
enables us to keep the text that reveals more of developers interests.

We noticed that some AMA threads with the “Gaming” flair-tag
were not about game development but concerned discussions about
esports competitions and other related gaming topics. Therefore,
the 668 collected AMAs were further manually inspected to remove
AMAs that were not by game developers, or were about something
other than game development; ultimately 78 AMAs were removed
containing, e.g., AMAs of individual gamers, game streamers on
YouTube or Twitch, game store employees, and developers of prod-
ucts related to games but not games themselves such as developers
of streaming platforms or gaming devices. After this, 590 game
developer AMAs remained that were kept for the analysis.

Finally, the 163 postmortems and 590 AMAs were analyzed with
text mining methods described next.

3.2 Text Mining
This research employs a text mining technique called topic model-
ing [1, 2, 5, 18] to analyze the collected texts of postmortems and
Reddit AMAs. A topic model is a probabilistic model that repre-
sents each document as arising out of several latent topics, which
represent semantic themes present over the whole data collection.
The topics are not provided by a human but are inductively learned
by an algorithm. Topic models are inherently designed to fit well
discrete data like text documents, and are better suited to model
such data than models like principal component analysis that are
designed for continuous vector-valued data. The classical topic
model, Latent Dirichlet Allocation has been used in many different
research domains including game studies (e.g. [6]).

In a topic model, each topic occurs with different strength in
each document, so that some documents may be composed mostly
of a particular topic whereas others are a mixture of several topics;

1https://github.com/pushshift/api
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we expect that each postmortem and Reddit AMAs will naturally
cover several topics, so this representation is natural. The words
present in a document then arise out of its chosen topics, as samples
of typical words used in each topic. Topic models are fitted to a
collection of data, so that the prevalences (strengths) of the topics
over documents and the word content of the topics are optimized
to represent the available data as well as possible.

Mathematically, a topic model represents the probability to gen-
erate a wordw into a documentd as amulti-step process where each
document is first generated a multinomial distribution θd contain-
ing probabilities of K different topics, and each topic k = 1, . . . ,K
in turn is generated a multinomial distribution βk over possible
words in the vocabulary. Individual words are then generated into a
document by sampling, for each word, a topic k from the topic dis-
tribution θd and sampling the wordw from the word distribution
βk . The training of a topic model is an optimization process that
finds the topic distributions θd and word distributions βk which
best explain the observed collection of documents.

Influence of document covariates. It is expected that interests
of developers and the content of their communication will vary,
both based on the different postmortem and AMA audiences as
well as over time. To analyze such effects, a naive approach would
perform separate analyses in different divisions of data and try
to relate the results, however, this would suffer both from limited
data within each data division and from difficulty of manually
identifying trends overmultiple groups. Instead, we directly take the
audience and time into account in the modeling itself. To do so, in
this paper, we go beyond the simple Latent Dirichlet Allocation and
choose a more advanced approach, Structural Topic Model (STM,
[18]). The STM is an advanced topic model where the strength of
topics within a document, and the words that are chosen from each
topic, can depend on document-level covariates, that is, annotations
that are known about the document. It has been widely used in
different research fields such as policy research [8], climate change
[7] and travel research [20]. In this work we will use the type
of the document (postmortem or AMA) and its publication time
as document-level covariates. To avoid overfitting the models, we
allow the document-level covariates to affect the topic strengths but
not the word probabilities within topics. Modeling the relationships
of the topic strengths to the document-level covariates allows us to
gain better understanding of how the text source and time influence
the developer discussion.

Choosing the best model. In STM, user has to assign the number
of underlying topics K , here, we use the held-out likelihood as the
criteria decided the number of topics. To do so, a small subset of
the collected documents is kept separate (‘held out’) and is not used
to build the topic distributions, and the STM models are evaluated
by their likelihood on this held-out subset, representing ability
of the models to represent previously unseen documents. From
K = 5 to 20, under each setting we built 50 STM models each with
different initialization and the K that yielded the highest average
value of held-out likelihood is determined to be the optimal number
of topics. The optimal K turns out to be 16.

After determining the K , we further build 50 STM models each
with different initialization with K = 16 and the one with the best
average semantic coherence [14] over topics is selected as the final

model. The average semantic coherence measures how strongly
the top words in each topic co-occur over documents, and can be
employed to choose the best-performing topic model among several
comparable models, as we do here.

When analyzing the results of a topic model, it is typical to list
topics, their proportions in the data collection, and top words for
each topic. However, listing simply the most frequent words in each
topic is not sufficient, since some very common and uninformative
words may be shared by several topics. Instead, an alternative scor-
ing metric FREX [4] is employed in this paper. Using FREX balances
the frequency of a word within the topic with the specificity of the
word to that topic. The FREX score is defined as:

FREXk,v =

(
ω

ECDF (βk,v/
∑K
j=1 βj,v )

+
1 − ω

ECDF (βk,v )

)−1
.

where ECDF (·) denotes the empirical cumulative distribution func-
tion (proportion of items that are smaller than the value in side of
the parentheses) and the ω is the weight balancing word frequency
and exclusivity which is set to 0.5. We use top FREX words within a
topic to represent content that particularly characterizes each topic
in contrast to other topics.

In the STM model, in addition to the above overall results we
are further able to extract and analyze the relationship of the topic
proportions to the document-level covariates.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Overall Data Volume
The overall number of published postmortems versus AMAs in our
collection over time is shown by year in Figure 1. The amount of
published postmortems has started to sharply decrease from around
2013 onwards, whereas the amount of published AMAs has been
steadily growing since 2009, with especially sharp growth in 2015,
where at the same time the number of postmortems has dropped
to below 10. Our postmortem collection arises from two sources
representing industry focused websites. Thus, we note that post-
mortems on such websites seem to be a decreasing trend; this could
be due to postmortem publication moving to other sources such
as developer conferences, or due to postmortems being replaced
in part by AMAs, or a combination of these effects. The potential
trend of postmortems being in part replaced by AMAs could be
due to several reasons, e.g. because AMAs are available to a wider
pool of developers without requiring publication permission from a
site such as Gamasutra, or because AMAs offer immediate interac-
tion with fans, or because developers prefer the freeform question
answering of AMAs in contrast to more formalized writing of post-
mortems. The impact of the rise of AMAs, compared to the effect of
postmortems moving to other publication venues from the industry
websites in our collection, can be a topic of follow-up studies.

4.2 Extracted Topics
The overall result of the topic modeling is shown in Table 1, showing
the extracted topics, their overall proportions in the postmortems
and AMAs together, and the top words in each topic; each topic
has been assigned a name based on its top words.
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Table 1: Topic modeling results: topics, their proportions (Pr), and top 10 FREX words

Topic Pr (%) Top 10 FREX Words

Programming 11.34 unity, program, indie, language, java, code, tutorial, learn, pixel, python
Wants and Likes 9.50 thing, say, want, lot, sure, like, still, day, see, tell
Inducing Emotions 8.93 make, feel, seem, way, people, enough, quite, idea, good, right
Music 8.78 cat, song, guitar, music, lego, album, soundtrack, composer, wii, youtube
Team Work 6.39 student, member, morale, copyright, communication, task, igf, asset, project, team
Storyline 6.07 film, bioshock, porn, perception, path, horror, child, woman, fiction, writer
Maintaining Online Communities 6.04 account, ban, dota, community, steam, boost, contact, customer, mod, manager
Mobile Game Development 5.68 ios, app, android, device, iphone, mobile, ipad, store, user, html
Humor and Subjectivity 5.45 haha, funny, guess, damn, joke, terrible, hate, weird, suck, dude
Design of Dangers 5.45 zombie, gun, survival, weapon, pvp, quest, server, behemoth, npcs, planet
Strategy Games 5.03 rts, civ, faction, dragon, realm, paradox, war, city, unit, age
Gameplay Design 4.90 mechanic, experiment, prototype, player, board, monster, avatar, iterate, king, hero
Bugtesting 4.79 percent, xbox, postmortem, magazine, microsoft, external, bug, localization, skull,

publisher
Cinematic & Environmental Design 4.68 camera, dialogue, uncharted, trine, enemy, light, deus, environment, sequence, texture
Funding 4.67 kickstarter, fund, backer, salary, manufacture, profit, japanese, pretzel, business, japan
Competitive, Card & Esports Games 2.31 starcraft, deck, pokemon, tournament, card, esports, pro, yea, hearthstone, korean

Figure 1: Number of collected postmortems and Reddit
AMAs per year, after removing nonrelevant AMA threads.

The extracted topics all correspond to meaningful aspects of
game development. The most prominent overall topic is Program-
ming, showing that game development is regarded primarily as a
technical challenge; the Unity platform and the Java and Python lan-
guages are prominent words in the topic, reflecting their prevalent
position in current game development. A particular aspect of the
programming discussion is providing starting points to audience
members interested in game development, shown e.g. in occurrence
of words ‘tutorial’ and ‘learn’ in the topic. Other topics related to
technical challenges such as Mobile Game Development and
Bugtesting are also extracted. Mobile game development aspects
overall took 5.68% proportion of the content; notably, non-mobile
systems such as consoles and PC did not arise as their own topic.
Besides, ‘store’ as a prominent word reflects the importance of the
App Store and Google Play mobile platforms, whereas the non-
mobile platform Steam is mentioned in context of Maintaining
Online Communities rather than as a development concern.

The topicWants and Likes is the second most prevalent, thus
people indicating what they like and want in games and their devel-
opment is common. In the topic Humor and Subjectivity, both
positive words such as funny and negative ones such as terrible and
hate occur, showing that attitudes and preferences to this type of

content vary. The third most prevalent topic, Inducing Emotions
shows a considerable amount of content of this kind of communica-
tion is emotion related. This topic may represent both emotions felt
by the game developers themselves during the development process,
and emotions that they wish to evoke in the game audiences.

As game design has been always an important issue, related top-
ics such asMusic, Storyline,Design of Dangers,Gameplay De-
sign, and Cinematic and Environmental Design are extracted.
The occurrence of cinematic and environmental design may be
relevant particularly to high-budget game development, whereas
the other mentioned aspects are prevalent both in indie and high-
budget games; however, there are also examples in indie games, for
example a postmortem for the game ”Amnesia: A Machine for Pigs”
describes that ”The game environment has far greater potential for
[creating poignancy] than a spoken or written dialogue describing
that environment.” The topic Design of Dangers is mainly con-
cerned with weapons (guns in particular) and opponents such as
zombies, but also deals with player versus player danger. Gameplay
mechanics, prototyping and experiments emerged as their own
topic; however, notably, tactics, multiplayer strategies and other
team based play did not emerge as a prominent topic, perhaps sug-
gesting that the experience of individual players (even if they are
members of a team) is still more prominent in developer discussion.

The topicMaintaining Online Communities arises as the 7th
most prominent overall; enforcement of conduct through banning
players (‘ban’ is the 2nd most prominent word) arises as an im-
portant concern for developers, whereas boosting communities,
contacts and manager roles also arise although less prominently.

Topics TeamWork and Funding are crucial in the process of
game development. Team work is an aspect where game develop-
ment overlaps with other software development, whereas funding
emphasizes crowdsourced funding such as Kickstarter prevalent
especially in indie projects. Lastly, the Strategy Games and Com-
petitive, Card and Esports Games are associated to discussions
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where other games are referenced, but also on game mechanics
and features. In contrast, several other known game types (e.g. ad-
venture games, puzzle games, role-playing games, sports games,
simulator games) did not arise as prominent topics of their own.

4.3 Overall Comparison Between Corpuses
The topic proportions in different text sources can be found in
Figure 2. Based on the occurrence proportions of the topics in the
postmortem and AMA corpuses, we note that both Postmortems
and AMAs share some common interests such as Inducing Emo-
tions and Mobile Game Development. The former may be due
to the key role of achieving players’ emotional engagement in game
design. The latter, in turn, reflects that mobile games now span a
wide range of project types from small indie projects to high-budget
productions, hence discussion of their development also occurs in
multiple venues and formats. However, the sources also differ with
respect to their topical content. According to the results, topics
Team Work, Bugtesting, Cinematic Environmental Design
andGameplay Design are clearly more prevalent in Postmortems.
Teamwork being prominent in postmortems may be due the longer-
form descriptions making it easier to mention team roles. The writer
of the postmortem, having been a part of a development team and
writing the text alone, might feel compelled to talk about the team.
The style of AMAs is based more on answering questions, which
will affect what is discussed. On the other hand, articles in venues
like Gamasutra and GameCareerGuide may also act as promotion
of the authoring companies to prospective employees, and describ-
ing team work aspects may benefit such promotion. Prominence
of bugtesting may also be due to the role of postmortems in de-
scribing the overall development process whereas AMAs may not
concentrate on early development as much. The higher prominence
of cinematic and environmeltal design and gameplay design in
postmortems is somewhat surprising; it may again be partly due to
the role of postmortems in describing the overall process. In con-
trast, topics Programming,Wants and Likes,Music, Storyline,
Maintaining Online Communities, Humor and Subjectivity,
Design of Dangers, Strategy Games, Funding and Competi-
tive, Card and Esports Games are overall found more prevalent
in AMAs. The fact that programming discussion is more prevalent
in AMAs may be in part due to smaller projects being discussed,
and partly due to the earlier mentioned interest by prospective
game developers being part of the audience. Wants and likes being
more prominent in AMAs may be due to the interactive discussion
with the audience bringing out more expressions of preference.

4.4 Temporal Trends
The topic proportion in different text sources over time are shown
in Figure 3. The prevalence of the different topics varies strongly
over time, and varies differently in the different sources.

Among the AMAs, the prevalence of topics Programming and
Mobile GameDevelopment are decreasing over time; decrease of
Programming discussion might be because of maturing toolsets and
their existing online tutorials, whereas decrease of Mobile Game
Development discussion might be because in the highle compet-
itive mobile game development market it has become harder to

attract attention to an individual developer’s AMA. In contrast, the
prevalence of the topic Music has been slightly growing.

For postmortems, the topic Team Work has been a dominant
topic in terms of prevalence, and has a rising trend, perhaps due to
growing budgets [11] and needed team sizes. Topics Bugtesting
andCinematic and Environmental Design have had decreasing
prevalence. The former may be due to maturing technology.

Other topics such as Wants and Likes, Inducing Emotions,
Storyline,MaintainingOnlineCommunities,Humor and Sub-
jectivity, Design of Dangers, Strategy Games, Gameplay De-
sign, Funding and Competitive, Card and Esports Game do
not display obvious changes of prevalence over time.

5 DISCUSSION
One major finding from the analysis is that the content of the
developer communications depends onwho they interact with. Take
technical related topics for instance, shown in Figure 2: both text
sources share the same interest in Mobile Game Development,
but reddit users are more interested in relatively general concepts
(topic Programming), whereas in postmortems, more emphasis is
put on detailed-oriented discussions (topic Bugtesting). Another
fact of the technical related topics is that, as shown in Figure 3,
they have been less and less prominent over time. The prevalence
of Programming and the topicMobile Game Development are
found decreasing and slightly decreasing in AMAs and a similar
trend of Bugtesting is found in postmortems.

Concerning game design, AMAs focus more on content creation
or player experience such as Music, Storyline and Design of
Dangers whereas in postmortems more technical-oriented topics,
Gameplay Design and Cinematic and Environmental Design
are more frequently discussed . Besides, game-play related topics
such as Maintaining Online Communities, Strategy Games
and Competitive, Card and Esports Games are shown more
prevalent in AMAs instead of postmortems. The proportion of the
Programming topic is higher in AMAs compared to postmortems,
while the opposite is the case for Gameplay Design. This may
point to AMAs as a timely venue for learning and discussing about
software development aspects of game creation, while postmortems
allow developers to explore design decisions thoroughly.

Another phenomenon is prominence of Team Work in post-
mortems. This may be due to increased development cost especially
in large-budget games [11] which need large teams and hence lead
to more team effort related discussion in developer communications.
In contrast, it has not drawn as much attention in AMAs.

Some of these differences can be due to how AMAs and post-
mortems differ from each other in style and content. AMAs are
driven by the questions of communitymembers, while postmortems
are written by a developer without interaction with the community.
The point in the game’s life-cycle at which these communications
take place is also different. This means that the content of post-
mortems is determined by what the developer feels is important
to describe about the development process after development has
ended, while AMAs are created in an interactive fashion, without
such a limitation on time. The way AMAs can interactively respond
to, and raise consumer interest in, game development aspects merits
further research.
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Figure 2: Effect of Source on Topic Proportions

Figure 3: Topic Proportions Over Time, blue line represents the topic proportion among Postmortems and red line represents
the topic proportion among AMAs. Dotted lines represent the 95% confidence interval.

6 CONCLUSION
We presented a quantitative analysis of game developer communi-
cation in two venues, postmortem articles and Reddit AMAs based
on probabilistic topic modeling of a large set of postmortems and
AMAs. We find that (1) AMAs are useful for game development
anaysis: they yielded a large amount of data which turned out to
contain game development relevant discussion worth analyzing;
(2) AMAs and postmortems are compatible for large scale analy-
sis: we were able use both sources quantitatively to infer topics of
game development, without manual extraction of compatible parts;
(3) both similar interests and different topics were extracted from
the sources, revealing prominent topics of interest to developers,
different prevalence of the topics in the two developer communi-
cation types overall, and different temporal trends of the topics in

postmortems and AMAs. As AMAs proved beneficial, we suggest
that, other than postmortems, AMAs are also worth monitoring for
better understanding of current issues in game development.

The analysis was carried out in a quantitative fashion employing
STM, a topic modeling based text mining technique. The quanti-
tative results were both interesting on their own and supported
human interpretation and efficient reading of the documents. We ex-
pect that as game development data sets continue to grow, support
from such computational methods will become ever more crucial.
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